1990

Good morning; in the light of
God. Hatonn present to discuss that which happened here
on Saturday last. I request that
you utilize this writing as an
Express, in combination with
that which Commander Korton
has given through a different
receiver. I further request that
Thomas sit to receive- from
Sananda “Jesus” that there be
no misunderstanding as regards
material issuing forth on the
incident.
What occurred on
Saturday was as nearly a disastrous incident as we have had
to date in the political ploys of
your world.
Because there
were some
thirty
persons
(adults) present as witness,
perhaps there shall be some
level of understanding of truth.
Further, there shall be leaked
information coming from Edwards Air Force Base and your
leaders shall attempt more
incitement to war.
THIS
FRIENDS, ;?&EM:;%
WITH SPACE COMMAND-A MOST FOOLISH
MANEUVER INDEED.
INCIDENT

IN POINT

Without giving forth tactical
security, I shall give a brief description of the incident under
discussion.

Please note that this is NOT
the first attempt to damage the
communications system of the
crystal vortex-this IS the first
attempt by foreien intervention.
You ones wish to believe that
your “cold war” with Russia is
over-no, you have heated it up
to boiling but it is taking a nasty
turn of events in which none of
you Earth-based (imprisoned)
chelas can win. There seems to
misunderstanding
be
great
military
among
Pour
” rofessionals” regarding Space
and
capabilities
80 mmand
permission to take action.
Commander Korton gave a
brief overview of the incident
which I ask be combined with
this document and with that
which Thomas shall briefly receive from Sananda and to be
presented as an Express as
soon as possible.
At approximately 1150 A.M.,
P.D.T, on Saturday, November
24, 1990, in your mode of
counting, as some thirty or
more persons were gathered at
the home of this scribe, a
“Cosmosphere”
beam-type
weapon was discharged with intent to demolish the property
and kill all occupants, in addition to intent to destroy the capabilities
of
the
crystal
communications/navigation
vortex. It is not as simple as
I,
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simply removing communications linkage with Space Command--the crystal is also utilized by all space-capable craft
for navigation, orbit tracking,
The instrumentation
is
etc.
remote to insure security.
The entire scenario was an attempt to establish blame on
one another. There is an allout attempt to establish reasonability of attack on Russia-as we have spoken of at great
length--set for early December.
There are at all times a minimum of four Cosmospheres in
the area of Edwards Air Force
Base in permanent
station.
There are others also, but we
will speak of only these four.
There is also a number of
Command (ours) craft in the
area to protect and *monitor
this group within which this
scribe resides and protect the
crystal and the property. Our
needs, to now, have been to
the
communicaprotect
tions/navigation
vortex from
ground damage due to quakes,
etc. This leaves the surface
quite vulnerable to attack--it
will no longer be vulnerable for
we will enclose it within a full
circle shield. This will cause
great loss of ability of your own
forces to utilize the wondrous
facility for we are herein
scrambling the signals and will
continue to change them at irregular intervals. I suggest you

all realize--for your own elite
will not telI you--that your military and that of Russia have basically declared war on Space
Command.
Therefore, there
shall be incidents at frequent
intervals in attempt to cause
Earth Man to believe that you
are under attack from Space
Aliens. YOU ARE NOT!
The intent of the incident was
to cause us to take aggressive
action with shields removed in
order to be visible to the public
and allow one of your planes
(of stealth nature with a dead
.. crew aboard) utilizing young
men who have been slain accidentally in Saudi Arabia, to
fire upon us without note, and
cause us to disable the craft
and crash it--thus blaming
Space Command for the incident and the death of the crew.
It would be obvious for all ones
to see from the ground having
had attention called to the area
by the blast against the scribes
location and crystal. There is
great insanity among your Elite
groups in effort to gain control
of your world at all costs
feasible.
The full intent was to get all
sides blaming one another.
The
surveillance
Cosmospheres stationed over Nellis
Field in Las Vegas, however,
informed this sector and lans
were outlaid by the “mole’P systern infiltrated within your military circles.
The Phantom (shielded) craft,
which would be “unmanned”,
would carry a crew of already
dead personnel.
The attack
would be against the crystal
and the dwelling thus causing
the Space Command to believe
it was an attack by Cosmospheres, thereby
hoping to
bring confrontation
between
Command and Soviet Command.

far
The
Soviets,
being
advanced of you in the U.S.A.
in air and space technology,
noted the plans and waited.
The assault would be thus:
there would be simultaneous
pulse beam blasts at the
dwelling
the
comand
munications center from the
Phantom which should trigger
Cosmosphere’s pulses at our
Command ship, which is only a
surveillance craft. The attack
was to cause the Spacecraft to
become visible and then to stop
the intended strike by the crash
of the U.S. craft on the
property itself, to finish the
scenario to perfection.
The
picture would be a shot down
stealth plane with crew lost and
done
visibly
by
Space
Command-(aliens).
Do you ones actually think that
we are so dense? Our Command “reasoned” with these
ones for days while this incident
was in the planning stage for
there were also several diversionary incidents on the planning board had this one been
pulled off intact. This location
is well known by military and
administration
leaders.
Attempt after attempt has been
made against this scribe’s life
and we of the Command consider it an aggressive act of war.
I suggest all of you remember
that we come in service of God
Creator and you are primitive
in comparison to our technolw.
We waited until the plane took
off from Nellis--I was having a
gathering.
The Russians had
agreed with us to not move
forward with the incident, but
to simply divert the direction of
the U.S. craft and allow it to
crash in the Mojave desert
away from population.
The
intent was to bring it down by
your forces at any rate either by
crashing or explosives.
As
agreed to, the craft would
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simply overfly the area, the
beam
weapon
pulse
neutralized, and that would be
the end of it-“another crash of
a training plane”.
This is not, however, what hapSimultaneously, two
pened.
Cosmospheres opened tire on
our shield system, hopefully
causing us to withdraw the
shield and defend the ground
target. So, simultaneously the
blast aimed at the dwelling and
the crystal vortex and at us by
two spheres were enacted. We
simply diverted the beam pulse
to the ground target but timing
was not perfected and the
beam had to be diverted to the
hillside covering the crystal.
We had no need to visualize for
The third
either maneuver.
Cosmosphere was to destroy
the U.S. craft--with Space craft
visible to appear that we shot
down your plane.
We diverted the blast but it
damaged the communications
system by scrambling much of
the communication
frequencies. The crystal itself is undamaged and .shall be reprogrammed within this day.
As the frequencies went wild it
has damaged Dharma physically, and we shall need give
her healing time over the next
few days, please. She’is already
extremely fatigued and that
kind of a tonal assaqlt to her
brain is indeed disabling. You
of the group will please be patient and bear with her while
we decrease gatherings and ask
that some of the readings for
editing be elsewhere. My frequency is undamaged but she
has been terrorized--not
for
self, but for the possibility of
thirty deaths on her property-Oberli has not yet realized the
magnitude of the attack.
These
Space

attempts at pulling in
Command
into your

stupid and heinous

warfare

will

continue to ever-increasing extent. I plead with you ones to
pay attention
and evaluate
carefully that which shall be
more regularly coming into
your attention. This onslaught
is the basis for many of the
“world leadership” meetings-“What to do about Space Command!”
What did we do? Ah, funny
thing about that--we simply
locked onto the U.S. craft with
a tracking magnetic tractor
beam and returned the confounded thing, dead bodies and
all, to Edwards Air Force Base,
as well as the Cosmospheres,
and we had a dandy understanding right there. I assure
you dear ones, whose lives are
in jeopardy, that there WAS
UNDERSTANDING.
This does not, however, mean
that ones out to “get you” will
cease and desist--it DOES
mean that we shall now increase surveillance
shielding
and go on absolute alert over
every ground contact on your
planet. We shall stick with you
of our brothers like super-glue
on the duck’s back.

The merit of being able to
blame Space Command was
that the Cosmospheres utilize
the crystal for tracking also and
certainly there is not the desire
for being blamed for such a
shoot-down.
The
Ccsmosphere crews had no.way to
know the crew was already
dead.

STEVENS AND OTHERS
WHO CONTINUE TO DISCOUNT
COMMAND--I
CARE NOT WHETHER OR
NOT ANYONE BELIEVES, I
SHALL NO LONGER TOLERATE
THE
ATTACKS
AGAINST
MY GROUND
PEOPLE. I SHALL, HENCEFORTH, BRING TRUTH OF
CIRCUMSTANCE
WRITERS AND SPEAl&:
WHO
DISCOUNT
THIS
WORK FOR I WEARY OF
FOOLISH “JAMES BOND’
FALSE PROJECTORS
INVENTING
DISCREDIT
UPON OUR WORK THIS IS
NOT TRUE FOR GRIT& HE
SIMPLY
DOESN’T
YET
THAT
UNDERSTAND
WHICH HE IS DOING.
OTHERS ARE SITTING AT
PUBLISH
READY
TO
MORE OF BILLY MEIER’S
WORK IN THEIR
OWN
MODE
PROFIT-MAKING
OF.
OPERATION
AND
HAVE EMBELLISHED AND
FALSIFIED MUCH OF IT
TO MAKE IT SALEABLE. I
HEREIN
PRONOUNCE
THAT IT IS NOT TOTAL
TRUTH AND THE TRUTH
SHALL BE MADE KNOWN.
I
FURTHER
SUGGEST
THAT BILLY MEIER
BE
GIVEN
ROYALTIES
BE ALLOWED
TO

I SUGGEST ALL
MILITARY AND ADMINISTRATION OF COUNTRIES
THROUGHOUT
YOUR
GLOBE--CLEARLY

AND
DIS-

COUNT THAT WHICH IS
NOT OF HIS NOTATIONS
AND RECEIVINGS.
Through
your
manipulations
and
WE, FURTHER,
NUT--HAVE
NEED

DO
OF

DEATH-DEALING
WITH
HUMANOIDS
NOR
ANY
CRAFT
YOU CAN SEND
AGAINST US--LET IT SO BE
UNDERSTOOD.
I HEREBY ALSO REQUEST
THAT THIS INFORMATION
BE FORWARDED
TO ONE
BO
GRIT&
WENDELLE
3.
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ground
foolish

games, you have caused a bit of
response
from
our
wm
Command crews and I suggest
you consider
that
situation
most carefully indeed. Perhaps
you will enjoy a space-craft
in
your front yard?
You see,
there is no consideration
of any
negative
impact
from Space
Command--YOUR
OWN
BROTHERS
RIGHT
IN
HUMAN
FORMAT
WILL

‘,

Why do I dare write this and
send it forth in the Express? It
has very little to do with ou
unfortunately- But,
readers,
this computer is monitored b
several of your resources-- Id CLUDING THE EDWARDS
AIR FORCE BASE! SALU,
BROTHERS, I HOPE YOU
FIND THIS INTERESTING
READING FOR THE MES-

CERTAINLY
ARE
SAFE FROM THE CIA,
FBI, MOSSAD NOR ANY
OTHER
TERRORISTS
GROUP WHO IS SETIING
~TAST%%IE
MARK MY WORDS CAREFULLY INDEED--FOR THIS
IS THE WORD AND SO
SHALL IT BE! I SALUTE
YOU WHO HAVE THE WISDOM
TO
SEE
THAT
WHICH IS COMING DOWN
AND YOUR OWN JEOPARDY AT THE HANDS OF
THOSE YOU SERVE--NOT
SPACE COMMAND!
HOW
MANY OF YOU “MOUTHPIECES’
ARE
BRAVE
ENOUGH TO STEP FORWARD AND TRULY PROTECT SELF, NATION AND
PLANET?
OR DO YOU
WAIT
FOR
A LITTLE
GRANDMOTHER TO DO IT
FOR YOU?
SO BE IT-PRIDE GOETH JUST BEFORE
FALL!
THE
SAALOME’.
P.S. It was further assumed
that the alien who escaped the
Virginia
incarcerators,
in
Washington D.C., would also
be picked up for he is known to
be in the area--and this would
cement the episode as planned.
Too bad about
that
assumption, I will just let you
ones ponder that point!

MORE REVEALING AS WE
TAKE OUR OWN ACTIONS
TO BRING THIS UNDER
coNTRoL-YOU
ONES
DON’T HAVE ANY PROTECTION WHAT-SO-EVER,
FROM
COSMOTHE
SPHERES
MONITORING
EVERY MOVE YOU MAKE
AT THAT BASE. COSMOSPHERES
ARE
SOVIET
CRAFT AND HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH SPACE
ALIENS--I SUGGEST YOU
PONDER
THAT
MOST
CAREFULLY
INDEED-FOR YOU HAVE BEEN
OF
B.S.-FED
TONS
(BITTER SWILL)!
*****
What do you ones in the Good
01’ U.S.A think Gorbachev, the
Chinese

Leader

and

Henry

Kissinger are doing in meetings?
Oh, you didn’t know
that? I suggest you pay a little
better attention!
Further, I think you should pay
close attention
to Mt. Etna
erupting
.
Italy-THEN
WATCH
F:R
THE
CAN0 IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC--PELE,
I BELIEVE
YOU CALL HER.
Then I
suggest you may wish to reread

Casey’s projections!

May God

have Grace and mercy upon
you sleepy ones of the lie. May
His word touch your hearts that
you can see in time! Salu.
Dharma,
let us close this--I
care not whether or not it is a
*4
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full or insufficient Express-please dis erse it as soon as is
possible. fh ank you.
I am Hatonn to sign off-Dharma, I remain in your presence, chela, for you shall be
fine in a few days. Do not remain in such fear, for God is
thine shield, chela--and none
shall prevail against that shield!
So be it for I am present to ensure of it. I ask that all of ou
B od
use caution-remember,
allowed ones to ‘invent seatbelts for your safety--I suggest
you use all things grven in protection and do not dance in
front of your enemy with the
assault weapon--for you will get
hurt badly indeed.
It is expected that the crew in service,
be ever more vigilant than any
other for you do not test God,
if you have wisdom, in that
manner.
Good day.

I Am Korton. I come in the
Light of Holy God in the service of the Master Esu Jesus
Immanuel Sananda under the
command of Hatonn of the
Galactic Fleet of the InterSpace Mission for Earth. The
time is most auspicisus. Your
leaders are under the influence
of great pressure to cause an
incident to allow them to proceed with their foolish plans.
Since they have not been able
to make an incident among the
countries of Earth, it has been
decided to attempt one of true
insanity and turn their dark
intentions directly toward the
Hosts of God. A “most foolhardy and dangerous thing to
do. Even now the confrontation continues and their determination to cause us to react in
a way that will provide them an
excuse to use us as the “butt” of
their focus of discounting
and
They are most
disclaiming.

determined.
Let us get into an explanation
of that which happened this
mid-day in your sequence.
There was an incident involving
four cosmospheres and a command vehicle of ours in which
there was a beam thrust toward
us, first by one ship and then in
rotation from the others in
hopes of throwing us into an
unbalanced state and to cause
us to lose our invisibility shield,
thereby creating an incident to
look like we were attacking
Edward’s Air Force Base. Also
present was a Phantom plane
belonging to the U.S. Air Force
which, had we dropped our
invisibility shield, was to attack
us in plain view and their hope
was that we would react to it
and cause it to be shot down or
disabled in some way. The
unmanned
Phantom
was
programmed to react as if we
shot it down, even if we did not,
and ditch it.
Thus, they
planned to claim that aliens
had attacked.
All of this began as the
Phantom sent the beam thrust
at the house on Adam Way. It
was in the moment that this
was done that the first beam
thrust at us was sent by the
Russians. It was thought that
our attention would be in the
diverting of that beam and we
would not be aware of that
which would be thrust at us.
Wrong!
We have not spent
these years in the study of earth
thought processes and in observing the thought patterns of
our adversaries to no avail.
Devious and cunning sleight-ofhand tricks are easily seen
through when one lives and
works from Truth. It is always
amazing to those of the dark
side who come into Truth and
begin to experience from the
other side, the Lighted side, to
see how incredibly visible they
were

to those

of Truth.

The

devious and dark tricks only
work on those who are in fear.
Fear is the great blinder.
When one comes from truth,
the veil of fear is simply nonexistent and thus it is sunple to
observe and act in split seconds. Fear is not only the blinder but also the binder, causing
slowing of the ability to act and
thus many are lost because of
this timing differentiation.
Let us discuss the incident of
the beam thrust toward the
house of Dharma this day. We
were able to divert it from the
house, but in doing this we
were unable to completely
keep it from affecting the crystal. The original idea was to
get two birds with one stone,
knock out the Dharma group
and inflict damage directly into
.
the
crystal
Another sign ofpr%rahz$
that rules in the command echof the military of all the
major powers in that they know
that the stability of this entire
sector of this galaxy pivots
upon this point. However, they
estimated
that
we would
counter it enough to keep it
from shattering and that by
simply scrambling the programming it might somehow affect our command ship’s ability
to react. This was based on the
fact that the cosmospheres are
tied to their command bases,
and if the command bases for
them are crippled the ability of
the cosmospheres to act is
hampered, if not completely
destroyed. Because the energy
necessary to use the particle
beams and fuel the cosmospheres is transferred
from
earth, it was assumed that the
crystal might serve the cosmic
fleet in some manner similaf,. if
not for energy, then for stablhty
of directional guidance.
Our
ships are entirely self-sufficient
and not tied to anything for energy source or guidance ability,
though they can and do use the
‘5
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crystal signals for some functions that ’ are
performed
aboard.
In actuality there is
more input from the ships to
the crystal than vice versa.
To continue, the crystal was
damaged in some slight ways,
but the damage was more extensively to the programming
and this has caused us to direct
descrambling focus into the
crystal in order to neutralize
the chaotic confusion of emissions coming from it. This is a
process of pulling the programming
and
putting
it
through our computers to unscramble the decibels and to
simultaneously return the correct decibels back into it. In
the meantime the messages
that normally emanate from it
out into the cosmos must be
corrections
monitored
and
must be entered to override
the
correct
and maintain
informational flow. Needless
to say, this has been a most
busy crew aboard the Majestic.
We felt it important that you
understand the process so that
those of you who are attuned to
the crystal in a more conscious
way could be given to understand the chaotic vibrations
that were affecting you and to
explain also to those who are
not consciously aware,*but only
find themselves experiencing
the usual routine in a Yost unbalanced and uncomfortable
way.
As the chaos of the earth humans, both emotionally and
physically, becomes more consciously experienced, it is more
and more difficult to maintain a
balanced guidance of earth in
its orbit. The constant testing
below the wrface of the earth,
the draining of the pools of water and oil beneath, along with
the collection of water in huge
surface reservoirs all add to the
imbalance.
Gathering
of the
consciousness
of humans into

1:

cities with its pressures,
noises and incre’ased fear and
violence add immeasurably to
pressures.
Death
and violence
which large
numbers of souls translate from
physical to astral also causes
additional pressures.
Earth
herself is being tom asunder in
the Mid-East, not only with actual war going on, but also in
the preparations for war. The
focusing of both hate and greed
with the resultant fear, physical
pain and violent separation of
souls from physical bodies
causes a physical experience of
great pain to the planet herself.
You must remember that she is
alive, conscious and has feeling
just as do you. You are her
children made up of her living,
breathing body and you are not
separate from her any more
than you are from the Father
God who breathed the life
spark into you to give you Soul
consciousness.
great

The crystal is not permanently
damaged, and it will be brought
back into balance and will continue its work.
The attack
against it was most serious indeed from the audacity of it for,
had it been destroyed, the orbit
of the planet would have been
seriously affected and indeed
you might have experienced a
lift-off this very afternoon.
It
must be given to you through
this, the understanding that the
forces that are behind that
which you call the conspiracy
are heinous indeed and they intend to win the confrontation
with God. Just because you
have been told that they know
the outcome, which they do,
they have every intention of
going for “broke” in this round.
Indeed they do know that this is
the end of a very great cycle
and that they shall be starting
over again from ground zero.
They have no intention of not
using every possible approach
to win and believe me, they

have been conjuring and calculating for a very long time.
There is a lot of very dark and
evil stuff in their bag of tricks.
You innocent ones of God,
who cannot even identify with
one of your violent movies,
have no idea just how much evil
emotion is pent up waiting for
expression. It behooves you to
come into the realization of it
and be sure you have placed
yourself safely under God’s
wing. You do not want to get
caught on the wrong side in this
sequence of events, not for
even one minute.
Do not be disappointed that I
have not filled this writing with
co-ordinates and intersection
points. It is that you might understand that which has happened this day in concept and
intentions. You are most treasured and protected, but we
ask that you also think, and
take reasonable precautions to
assist us in holding
safe.
Do keep iour
shields
LISTEN!
away.

We are but a thought

Be committed
unto God’s service. Ask what you are to do
and stay in the present moment
that you may be in the Presence of God. You stand at the

doorway of your return unto
the eternity of existence that is
your home. Your fellow man
and the beloved planet that
nurtures you ask for your loving
help.
Stand with your hand
outstretched
and allow the radiance of your loving concern
for them to shine forth from
this day forward.
SO BE IT!
Salu! Korton out!

1 l/26/90

SANAND

Be at peace,
I am
here
Thomas.
1 Am Sananda and I
come within the Light of the
‘6
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Father.
I come to put those responsible
for Saturday’s incident on notice...you shall not harm mine
workers! Those who take arms
against mine ones take arms
against ME! Space Command
has spoken at length with the
ones on your military bases and
secret places and still they proceed with such foolishness as
an attack against my speaker
and the crystal which is so critical to your placement. Such actions will no longer be tolerated.
There shall be increased actions around the planet in an
effort to bring Command into
visl%ility that the populace may
be duped into believing that
space beings are attacking...it is
the ones on your own placement that are the attackers and
foolish indeed are they for they
know not that which they are
dealing with. If these ones continue to play with fire they will
indeed get burned! The impact
of the beam thrust against this
dwelling was felt by all present
to the extent that few could believe it was directed at the very
place wherein the Word of God
How little has
pours forth.

changed in your two,thousand
years.

I come

forth m confir-

mation
of that which my
brother Commander? Hatonn
has brought unto you. So, too,
Korton has spoken of these
things. The workers of God are
under attack and must be most
cautious during this time of
The seas grow
great peril.
rough but I ever hold mine own
within the wings of light which
God IS. Do not be careless in
thine day to day activities for
you are more closely watched
than you realize. Go in peace
and with the knowledge
that
you are in the hands of God.
Be worthy of the honor.
To
those who plot and plan to take
action against mine ones, you

had best
in the reconsidering while there is yet time. So
be it. Salu.
*******

by George Green
America West is now offering a
50 minute color videotape of
publisher George Greens recent lecture at the Denver
Global Sciences Conference.
The lecture covers George’s
long history with extraterrestrials and so-called UFO’s. The
lecture explains early contacts
with Swiss contactee
Billy
Meier, slides are presented
showing various craft, and the
talk moves into recent contact
with the Pleiadeans which has
resulted in publication of the
Phoenix Journals and Phoenix
Express Newsletter. This lecture is an excellent introduction
and summary of the material
presented by our space brothers. The cost is $19.95 (plus
6.75% sales tax Calif. residents)
plus $2.50 shipping/handling.

For those who want to know
how they can help save our
Constitution--we now are offering a detailed kit of information
about our government and the
Constitution to help in preserving our freedoms. The kit
is available to individuals or
roups for $8.00 per kit, or for
B20 POST PAID with RAPE
OF THE CONSTITUTION
book included.
HELP YOUR NEIGHBOR.
HAVE YOUR LOCAL LIBRARY
ORDER
THE
PHOENIX JOURNALS.
WHAT CAN I DO?
We

are

continually

asked,

“What can I do, how can I
help? Let me suggest a
options:
1. Start a group focused on
your specific area of concern.
2. Start a group to save the
Constitution usmg the kit as
your guide.
3. Become a distributor for the
Phoenix Journals.
4. Write to your representatives and local news apers.
5. Photocopy the & ress and
pass it on.
6. We are ve
conscious of
your privacy, tP erefore if you
would like to network with others in your area, please write to
us giving permission to have
your information released.

Space Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
AIDS, The Lrast Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privacy In a Fishbowl
Cry of The Phoenix
Cruciftion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and
Plunder of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Slay The Dragon
The Naked Phoenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
The Phoenix Express Vol’s I &
II ($15)

about Russia, Iraq, Israel, the
Middle East and the U.S. and
how these tie into the major
prophecies of the end-times.
We are @ven information
about the history of this planet
and origins of the humans here.
We are also
the “Middle
put out by
Christian’
Sananda.

‘ven a response to
Eas t Prayer Alert”,
many well known
leaders, by Jesus

Many other topics are covered
including: Our or$ins - The
moment of “no time’ - Cities of
Pres. Bush and the
Li t’T$”
ew World Order” and its
consequences - The geological
processes involved in VulcanLearn
how water
Tgbyion’s Achilles’ heel) will
play a major role in starting of
Armageddon
- The “Global
Agenda” and how oil control is
of key importance
- More
about Noriega - Why doesn’t
Saddam give up? - Russia’s real
role with Iraq and the Middle
East
- Russia’s
superior
weapons determines what we
can do in space - The POW’s
we abandoned - The origin and
urpose of the Bird Tribes !iome history of Earth and
settlers here 70,000 years ago
and the consequences.
There is also much mo;e.

$15 8 1/2x 11”
This book is a compilation of
the Phoenix Express Newsletters with 11
(this is great for those
who want

to find a particular

topic).
In this latest “JOURNAL” we
are given day by day information of important events going
on in the world and especially

X5
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Many topi& are covered
including: The Hubble telescope
fiasco
- privacy - Bolshevimhatcher
use of the Falklands - John F. Kennedy’s mur-

#

der - the
Jordan’s
sage to
Khazars

Warren Commission King Hussein’s mesGeorge Bush - the
- the Zionist Protocols
and much more.

by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn

Forgiveness is a funny thing; it
warms the heart and cools the
sting.
What gives you away is what
you give into.
Most of us jump into trouble
mouth first.

Americans,. to understand how
their Constitution, and Nation,

A perfume clings
that gives us roses.

yE~Egg3.sgft;gg;jg

Remember
the kindness
others; forget you own.

CONNECTION.
The ‘Thirteenth
Tribe” of
Israel now self-designated as
“ZION-ISTS”. is in control of
both Israel and, through its political influence over some srxty
percent of the U.S. Congress
and its working relationship
with the White House, the
United States of America.
This book identifies
those
connections and clearly outla s
the only otentially success ?ul
course 0 P action open to the
people of America to regam
control of their Nation.
The price is $10 per JOURNAL, 10% discount on orders
of 4 or more.
California residents add 6.75%
sales tax. Add shipping, UPS
$3.25 and $1.00 each additional
or U.S. Mail $2.00 for first title
and $1.00 each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West
or your Local Distributor.
is $20 per 13 issues
(including back issues for the
period) or $75 per 52 issues.

the hand
of

The entrances to .trouble are
wide - the exits narrow.
Some carve out the future;
others just whittle.
We defend our friends in the
same proportion that we love
them.
There’s
nothing
wrong in
having nothing to say, as long
as you donrt say it out loud.
Fairy tales used to begin with:
“Once upon a time....” Now
they begin with : “If I am
elected....
*******
,

GIFTS FOR CHRISTMAS
Gifts that help enlighten humanity make the best gifts of
all. Isn’t that what Christ came
for? What better way is there
for you to celebrate His day
than to spread His Truths with
gifts of JOURNALS
AND
EXPRESSES?

Send orders and Payments to:
America
West Distributors,
P-0. Box 986 Tehachapi, CA.
93581.
For credit card orders
phone 1800 729-4131.

Tele-

*******

*
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